
 

 

Movile enters grocery segment with investment in Colombian 
Mercadoni 

Investment in the new segment marks the group's first in a company that operates 
exclusively outside Brazil 

 
São Paulo, December 2017 - Movile, a global leader in mobile marketplaces,            
announces it participated in a US$9 million Series A investment in the Colombian             
company Mercadoni. The investment accompanies the movement created by the          
group to promote the development of the food market, in addition to expanding its              
portfolio of invested companies. Present in Colombia, Argentina and Mexico,          
Mercadoni is one of the leaders in the grocery segment, also allow users to buy from                
drugstores, pet shops, delicatessens, wine stores in Latin America. The company           
already registers a monthly growth of 20% in GMV in the last year and will use the                 
capital to optimize the usability of the site and expand the operation of its platform.  
 
According to Fabricio Bloisi, Movile’s CEO, supermarket delivery is a business model            
with great potential, especially in Latin America. "In addition to the hectic daily life,              
large Latin American cities often have intense traffic, which encourages consumers           
to enjoy home delivery more than in other parts of the world, so we are excited to                 
use our expertise in building online platforms to support and stimulate Mercadoni's            
growth, "explains Bloisi. 
 
This is the first time that Movile has invested in a delivery startup that operates               
exclusively outside Brazil, which demonstrates the interest in boosting potential          
businesses throughout Latin America. "The Latin American market overall is a           
priority for Movile. Outside of our leadership in Brazil, we already have a strong              
presence elsewhere in the region in mobile services, food delivery with SinDelantal            
(Mexico) and logistics with Mensajeros Urbanos (Colombia), and we want to further            
expand our services. We see great potential for creating strong, successful           
businesses across Latam and getting closer to our mission of positively impacting            
the lives of 1 billion people", concludes Bloisi. 
 
Altogether, Movile’s new invested company has around 100 supermarkets registered          
in the three countries. "Mercadoni has already achieved success in Colombia,           
Argentina and Mexico, so we partnered with Movile to help us further leverage the              
business and grow our operations in these countries" says Pedro Freire, co-founder            
of Mercadoni. 
 
For more information on Movile, please visit: https://www.movile.com/ 
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About Movile 
Movile is a leader in mobile marketplaces and our big dream is to make life better for                 
one billion people through their applications. The company, which operates in Brazil, the             
United States, France, Mexico, Colombia, Peru and Argentina, already sums up more            
than 100 million monthly active users. With 1600 employees passionate about the same             
dream, empowered to build new businesses with global potential and motivated to take             
risks, Movile's main pillars are: food, tickets, education & care. 
 
About Mercadoni  
Mercadoni (www.mercadoni.com) is building the best online grocery shopping         
experience in LATAM. The platform allows users to shop from the main grocery stores in               
their city and have their order delivered within 1-hour or at the time and day of their                 
choice. Mercadoni has had explosive growth with a profitable and sustainable business            
model. 
 
 


